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With historically low numbers in District 2, voter turnout may be an obstacle for Johnson and Gray On the eve of Omaha's general election, councilman Ben Gray said he's been on the phone with ...

District 2 candidates focus on getting voters to the polls
FORMER Deputy National Chairman of the Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, Chief Bode George, Monday, expressed worry over the ...

State of the Nation: Nigeria over-stressed, over-stretched beyond bounds of acceptability — Bode George
Release of an investigative report on the coronavirus outbreak at a state veterans home has produced the expected political whirlwind.

Editorial | Keep LaSalle coronavirus investigation within proper bounds
For this reason, the study of rationalizability in extensive form ... competition among groups requires cooperation within these groups, and competition among individuals may be mutually beneficial. A ...

The Bounds of Reason: Game Theory and the Unification of the Behavioral Sciences
Opoku, Ernest Tia, Richard and Adei, Evans 2016. [3 + 2] versus [2 + 2] Addition: A Density Functional Theory Study on the Mechanistic Aspects of Transition Metal-Assisted Formation of ...

Kant’s Religion within the Boundaries of Mere Reason
A University of Memphis Law Professor and former Department of Justice Civil Rights attorney said Horn Lake appears to be in the wrong by denying the building near Horn Lake Road and Church Road.

Law expert says Mid-South city could be out-of-bounds after denying mosque
Months later, she detected the baby’s neck was very fragile and could not sit on her own, another struggle began as she and her mother took the baby to several prayer camps and herbalists but to no ...

Mothers’ Day, Story Of The Unsung Mother
The rule states that when a live ball goes out of bounds ... There is no good reason an offensive possession should not require a team to keep the ball within the confines of the court.

Deadspin fixes NBA’s Out-of-Bounds Rule: Reward the defense
He did so within the confines of Indiana law and ... In other areas, however, they overstepped the bounds of reason and set the state hurtling to what will likely be a constitutional battle ...

Tribune-Star Editorial: An unnecessary infringement on executive power
Shooting sports have been growing by leaps and bounds. More and more people are ... and president. No matter the reason the fact is millions of firearms have been sold in the past year and we ...

LeBlanc: Shooting tips for beginners
A module whose job was to ensure numbers stay within expected bounds said “not a number, not my problem!” That NaN value propagated through to the vehicle’s CAN data bus, which didn’t ...

Fail Of The Week: Roboracer Meets Wall
“The number of people who got involved in the issue was the overriding reason the board changed ... “I think we're within our legal bounds to make a decision, but could still end up in court ...

Silver Lake parking issue goes to town meeting
He did so within the confines of Indiana law and ... In other areas, however, they overstepped the bounds of reason and set the state hurtling to what will likely be a constitutional battle ...

Editorial Roundup: Indiana
Surna remains one of the few cannabis stocks that knows no geographical bounds and is poised to expand ... catalysts to push the stock to new levels within the month of May, starting with Q1 ...

Surna: Don't Call It A Comeback
But the ball soared well past the rim, bouncing off Warriors guard Kelly Oubre Jr. on its way out of bounds. Within minutes ... and was a big reason Dallas guard Luka Doncic scored 39 points ...
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